THOUGHT LEADER

By James C. Galvin

Following Well

l

You can’t lead effectively without it

Leadership remains a white-hot topic. Amazon
lists over 1,000 new titles that will be released in 2013 alone. That
means a new book on leadership is being listed on Amazon every
eight hours.
I decided to add to the overabundance and write a book that would
help people formulate a sound theology of leadership. But I wanted it
to appeal to young adults who, for the most part, want nothing to do
with leadership positions or theory. My challenge became how to write
a leadership book for a generation not really interested in leadership.
My starting point became what I call “follower abuse.” All of us
have experienced so much bad leadership in school, work, church,
and life that many of us, especially those younger than baby boomers, have been scarred deeply. Some react by having an aversion to
leadership and others respond by perpetuating the abuse, treating
followers the same way they were treated.
One of the most helpful insights I gained along the way is the importance of viewing leadership and “followership” as two sides of the same
coin. It is a serious mistake to view these as separate and different.
Leadership is not a position, a personality type, or a set of behaviors. Leadership is an interaction between a leader and followers.
It involves a relationship between a leader and followers. A good
question to ask is: “If someone ‘leads’ and nobody follows, did leadership actually occur?”
Some might say, “I don’t care about following well. I want to lead.
I want others to follow me well.” Or, “I already know how to follow
— been there, done that — I want to improve my leadership now.”
Here are some reasons why everyone should care about following
well and continuing to grow as a follower throughout life.
1. The best followers are more likely to be the best leaders.
Those who have followed well know what kind of behavior
and attitudes they want to develop in the people they lead.
Those who don’t know how to develop their followers take a
shortcut and simply demand results. Whenever somebody is
engaged in leadership, he or she is leading followers. The more
we understand about following, the better we will be at leading
followers. Those best at following well are the ones most able
to show others how to follow well.
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2. Being a good follower helps us to deal with poor
leaders. A courageous follower is not afraid to pull
leaders aside and give them straightforward feedback on how to lead better. He or she will be able to
tell incompetent leaders what people need in order
to be led well. Good followers help leaders lead.
3. All of us will always remain a follower. No matter
what leadership position we attain in life or how
high we climb on the ladder of leadership, we will
always be following somebody. If someone becomes
a supervisor, she follows the lead of a manager. If
she becomes a manager, she reports to an executive.
Even if she becomes the CEO of a large company
she will be accountable to the owner or a board of
directors who set targets for performance. Even if
she is totally in charge at a business she owns, in
other areas of life she will still be following others.
Because we remain followers the rest of our lives,
we might as well learn to follow well.
4. How well we follow others offers people quick
insight into our character. If someone cannot take
direction or avoids accountability, others will spot
that shortcoming instantly. When someone is rebellious or indignant under the direction of others,
character flaws show through like warning lights.
A leader can be haughty and people may not see it
clearly. But when a follower is haughty, the lack of
humility is plain for all to see. Poor followers cannot
use the excuse that they are “natural leaders” or
“alpha males” by instinct. They simply have a glaring weakness that is problematic. Poor followership
reveals poor character.
Those who are unable to follow well will never be
exceptional leaders because the essence of leadership
is helping others to follow well.
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